Abstract: This paper follows six Roman coins, discovered at Oltina (Constanţa county) and Oancea (Galați county). They entered the possession of a school teacher who taught in the two places. He attempted to sell them through his son, a student with the University of Craiova. The police, however, rendered such action futile and, although the coins were delivered by the end of the investigation (during the 80'ies) to the Museum of Oltenia.
S
ix Roman coins, novel up to this moment, 1 were included in the collections of the Museum of Oltenia in Craiova by accident. Discovered at Oltina (Constanţa county) and Oancea 2 (Galați county), under unknown circumstances, they entered the possession of a school teacher who taught in the two places. He attempted to sell them through his son, a student with the University of Craiova. The police, however, rendered such action futile and, although the coins were delivered by the end of the investigation (during the 80'ies) to the Museum of Oltenia, they remained, as noted above, unknown to the numismatic historiography, reason for which we shall discuss them below. to our knowledge, the first of the kind identified in the area 8 . For the subsequent Roman-Byzantine level the evidence, even though the result of chance finds -including numismatic 9 , is numerous.
Interestingly, the 2nd -3rd centuries AD Itineraries make no mention for this chronological "level" of an extant fortification, which, it was suggested to have suffered the specific changes by mid Christian millennium 10 , while instead, a military diploma of the 14th of August 99 AD records a soldier from cohors II Gallorum (CIL, XVI, 44) 11 , thus equally implying the presence of a civil settlement as early as the end of the 1st c. AD. There is no much chronological indication on other archaeological materials found by chance there and mentioned under general title 12 , so that the coin from Gordianus III is all the more important.
Oancea commune is located in the east of Galaţi county, on the right bank of river Prut, at 57 kilometres north the county residential city. Given the highly favouring natural conditions, the area was inhabited as early as the Bronze Age 13 , the place being firstly referenced in documents in only 1521, during the regency of Ștefănţă Vodă, becoming famous during the Middle Ages due to the road and crossing point of Prut river, which followed an older route marked, among other, also by coin finds.
Obviously, the coins in the collections of the Museum of Oltenia are no exception for the area between the Carpathians and Prut river, analogies, more or less numerous, being generally known. Interestingly, imperial coins, issued from under Claudius (AD 41-54), were identified isolate, as far as we know, exclusively in dava-type settlements, which is valid for the entire Dacian space, which may yet also be related to the state of research or the random the chance finds, missing in this case. Such coins were discovered at Barboși (Galaţi county) 14 , Poiana (Galaţi county) 15 , Răcătău (Bacău county) 16 , Costești-Grădiștea Muncelului (Hunedoara county) 17 , Ocniţa (Vâlcea county) 18 , Divici (Caraș Severin county) 19 and Tinosu (Prahova county) 20 . The sesterce in the collection of the "Ioan Raica" Museum of Sebeș has no known find place 21 . The coinage issued under emperor Nero is well represented by both chance finds and pieces composing hoards identified all over Dacia. Unfortunately, there is absolutely no evidence on the find conditions of the three coins at Oancea, especially of the first two -were they associated or not? -information which would suggest an extant hoard -if yes (!?) -were they the only coins found or were there others, "valued" by other means or "hoarded" by the local school teacher?
For instance, a hoard of imperial coins associating also pieces from Claudius and Nero was discovered at Fedeleșeni (Iași county) 22 near a Carpic settlement. Nevertheless, it is worthy of note that the great majority of the hoards containing coins from Nero start to accumulate precisely with these issues, like the case of the hoards identified within the territory of Moldova, at Bârgăoani Coins minted during the reign of emperor Galerius Maximianus (305-311) are very rare in the east-Carpathian area, confirming to a great extent the liquidity crisis that the empire was confronted with during the entire 4th century AD. Only a follis of the same emperor is known, found isolate at Vulturești (Vaslui county) 38 . These are the few notes one can make at this time, the random chance finds leaving no space for interpretation. There are no well grounded reasons to doubt the mention of the accurate find place of the coins, all the more in the case of Oltina, where coins are associated with what was known or believed on the Roman features. In the second case, at Oancea, we believe that although the coins could not be related to other archaeological find -which may yet be due to the state of research -might have something to do with the old access road following the Prut river ford.
